We demonstrate the absence of off-diagonal elements for the density matrix of a supersonic Na atomic beam, thus showing that there are no coherent wave packets emerging from this source. We used a differentially detuned separated oscillatory field longitudinal interferometer to search for off-diagonal density matrix elements in the longitudinal energy͞momentum basis. Our study places a stringent lower bound on their possible size over an off-diagonal energy range from 0 to 100 kHz.
Atomic beam experiments, from early resonance studies [1] to modern work in atom optics and interferometry [2] , invariably make assumptions about longitudinal atomic motion (e.g., classical, wave packet, plane wave). Despite some theoretical discussion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , to date no experimental test has been performed which can discriminate between these alternative descriptions. This omission, along with the development of novel atomic sources with interesting coherence properties (e.g., cold atom beams, atom lasers [8] ), demonstrates the need for experiments which probe not only the transverse [9] but also the longitudinal quantum state of atomic beams.
In this Letter, we present the first experimental limits on the size of off-diagonal elements (ODEs) in the longitudinal energy͞momentum density matrix characterizing a supersonic atomic beam. This demonstration, together with a determination of the beam's energy distribution, constitutes a measurement of the density matrix, the most complete possible description of the longitudinal quantum state of the ensemble of atoms in the atomic beam.
In the energy basis hn ͑hk͒ 2 ͞2m, the time dependence of any density matrix element is given by
where n coh ϵ n 00 2 n 0 , t o is an initial reference time and r o r͑t o ͒. Here n coh is the distance off the diagonal of the density matrix, while n 0 is the coordinate parallel to the diagonal.
It is tempting to consider an atomic beam source as emitting a stream of wave packets, each a coherent superposition of various longitudinal momenta, implying nonzero ODEs. However, the density matrix for an ensemble of such atoms contains an average over the randomly distributed initial time t o of each wave packet, causing all ODEs to be zero if the source is temporally stationary (e.g., an effusive atom oven in thermal equilibrium).
For a nonstationary source, the ensemble average need not make all ODEs zero because the distribution of t o 's can be nonrandom. Thus nonstationary sources can contain coherent, physically observable wave packets. Our beam is created via supersonic expansion of Na seeded in ϳ2 atm of Ar, which passes through a sharp-edged beam skimmer with a hole diameter of d 0.5 mm. This arrangement, which yields a sound velocity at the skimmer of y s ϳ 50 m͞s, may contain nonstationary hydrodynamic instabilities. These could create a timedependent amplitude modulation of the beam, and, hence, nonzero ODEs, with expected frequencies n coh up to y s ͞d Ӎ 100 kHz.
The time dependence of the ODEs implies that a timedependent experiment is required to observe them, in contrast to previous measurements of angular [10] or transverse [9, 11, 12] correlations and contrary to assertions elsewhere [13] . In this experiment, we used the differentially detuned separated oscillatory field (DSOF) longitudinal interferometer of Ref. [14] as the time-dependent apparatus necessary to study the relative phases of different energy components and thereby to search for ODEs. We first studied intentionally applied ODEs created via amplitude modulation of the beam [14, 15] for calibration purposes. Our search then employed this calibration to place an upper bound on the magnitude of the ODEs created by our source.
To determine the range of our search, we measured the velocity (and hence the energy) distribution of atoms emitted from our source, using the technique of separated oscillatory fields, and found a nearly Gaussian distribution with a mean frequency of 3.4 3 10 13 Hz (1090 m͞s) and an rms width of 2.2 3 10 12 Hz (35 m͞s). As we expected off-diagonal structure on the scale of 100 kHz, we searched a narrow ribbon in the neighborhood of the diagonal of the density matrix with n coh # 100 kHz.
To illustrate how DSOF can be used to detect nonzero ODEs, we consider an incident beam of ground state two-level atoms in a superposition of plane wave components whose total energies differ by hn coh [so
. This beam emerges from a source at x 0 (see Fig. 1 ) and propagates through two differentially detuned radio-frequency oscillatory field regions located at x 1 and x 2 x 1 1 L, where rf fields of frequency f 1,2 drive transitions (with resonance frequency f res ) between ground and excited states. This configuration is a longitudinal interferometer in which the incident frequency component n excited by f 1 and the n 1 n coh component excited by f 2 can interfere, producing a time-dependent beat at the detector with frequency
(which may be negative), where
Thus, the DSOF can heterodyne down high frequency ODEs, allowing their detection by our Re hot wire ionization detector, whose response falls off rapidly above 3 kHz. In our experiment we measured the time-dependent probability p e ͑d,d, t͒ of detecting an atom in the excited state after the DSOF as a function of d and the scaled detuningd
For the case of our fast atomic beam [5] , the double Fourier transform of p e ͑d,d, t͒ yields the density matrix:
where d, n det are related to n coh by Eq. (2), the constants A and b are defined in Ref. [5] , andp e is the time Fourier transform of p e . As Eq. (5) shows,p e ͑d,d, n det ͒ contains information about a stripe of the density matrix parallel to the diagonal and offset from the diagonal by an amount n coh d 2 n det . Thus a full set ofp e ͑d,d, n det ͒ data provides more than enough information to determine the density matrix. A general problem in searching for time-dependent coherences is that their phase is neither guaranteed to be stable nor known in advance-hence phase-coherent methods of data acquisition [such as are necessary to determine the full density matrix as in Eq. (5)] could average a momentarily coherent signal to zero. We circumvented this by studying the power spectrum of the time-dependent data, jp e j 2 , which is not sensitive to the phase. As our data will demonstrate, our study found jp e j 0 for all ͑d n coh 1 n det ,d, n det ͒ within our search range. This information alone can rule out the presence of ODEs because, as Eq. (5) shows, if jp e j is equal to zero then all ODEs r o ͑n 0 , n 0 1 n coh ͒ are likewise zero.
We measured p e ͑d,d, t͒ on a ͑d,d͒ grid with d ranging from 0 to 100 kHz in 1 kHz increments. For each d we took data at values ofd between 2230 and 234 kHz, in 8 kHz steps. For each ͑d,d͒ pair, we collected 6000 samples of counts vs time data, with 75 ms͞sample and approximately 25 ms dead time between samples. Our DSOF technique (in which, on average, only half of the incident atoms emerge in the excited state) and raw count rate of 42 kcounts͞s yielded an average of 1.5 counts͞sample. These data were passed through an algorithm (Lomb periodogram [16, 17] ) to convert our unevenly time sampled data into a quasipower spectrum P͑d,d, n det ͒ which approximates jp e j 2 . To increase the sensitivity of our search, we averaged together four P͑d,d, n det ͒ spectra at each ͑d,d͒. This analysis scheme employed the full bandwidth of our time-dependent detector to search for ODEs in a 6 kHz wide n coh band with resolution ,1 Hz (determined by the data acquisition time for the 6000 samples), without requiring us to increment d in 1 Hz steps.
The ODEs we search for appear as an amplitude modulation [18] , which dephases downstream of its origin x o due to the finite energy distribution of atoms in the beam. The DSOF rephases this amplitude modulation onto the detector when [14, 15] 
where x d is the location of the atom detector. This produces a "rephasing peak" in P centered aroundd reph , with an rms width of 32 kHz in the variabled. Figure 2a depicts such a rephasing peak, for a 5.3% amplitude modulation produced by a modulated oscillatory field region [14, 15] with n coh 50.008 kHz.
To take advantage of thed width of any true rephasing peak, we averaged P͑d,d, n det ͒ alongd with a window size of 40 kHz, increasing our signal͞noise by about a factor of 2. We summarized our data by considering only the highest value of the averaged P͑d,d, n det ͒ along thed axis, P max ͑d, n det ͒, as shown in Fig. 2c .
If an amplitude modulation at some n coh is present, it appears as peaks in all of the P max ͑d, n det ͒ curves for which d differs from n coh by less than the maximum detector response frequency. Because our detector cannot distinguish between positive and negative frequencies n det , a particular peak indicates coherence at either n coh d 1 n det or d 2 n det . Therefore, for each d we mapped each P max ͑d, n det ͒ to its two possible n coh positions. When we averaged together curves from five neighboring values of d [19] to obtain P ave , real timedependent signals added together at n coh , increasing our signal͞noise by a further factor of 2. This averaging process also produces spurious peaks, or images, at other values of n coh , but these do not average constructively and, hence, are of reduced height. Figure 3 shows P ave ͑n coh ͒ for the case of our intentionally applied amplitude modulation. The large peak visible at n coh 50.008 kHz shows the presence of the modulation (its image appears at n coh 51.992) demonstrating the effectiveness and calibrating the sensitivity of our search technique.
We next employed the DSOF to search for ODEs created by an amplitude modulation arising from our atomic beam source. Figure 4b shows P ave ͑n coh ͒ for the 0 to 100 kHz range of our source search. We have removed large time-dependent signals caused by the presence of the DSOF itself (which creates detectable amplitude modulation at n det d when d 1, 2, and 3 kHz) as well as noise at n det 60 and 120 Hz and low frequency noise below n det 15 Hz. Our data sampling rate of about 10 kHz created the large spurious peak at this frequency and subsidiary image peaks at n coh Ӎ 6 and 8 kHz, which can be seen in Fig. 4b . The smallest amplitude modulation which our search could detect with .99% confidence (the "threshold") was calculated from the mean count rate in the atomic beam and the contrast of the DSOF interferometer and is shown in Fig. 4a . This threshold rises for large n coh , where the frequencies f 1,2 fell outside the linewidths of the oscillating field regions (which we enhanced by increasing the applied field strength) preventing the application of full p͞2 pulses (assumed in [5] ).
Our 99% confidence limit on the maximum possible size of undetected ODEs represents less than a 4.0% amplitude modulation [20] for n coh , 50 kHz, with the threshold gradually rising to ϳ7% at n coh 100 kHz. The search covered a range of 0 to 100 kHz in n coh with ,1 Hz resolution, corresponding to an examination of the density matrix with a resolution of ϳ3 parts in 10 14 perpendicular to the diagonal. Our resolution in n 0 (determined by the inverse of ourd range) was ϳ5.1 3 10 11 Hz, or about 1.5 parts in 100 parallel to the diagonal of the density matrix.
In conclusion, we employed a longitudinal atom interferometer to put strict limits on the size of possible offdiagonal elements of the longitudinal energy͞momentum density matrix of our supersonic Na atomic beam, thus ruling out the presence of coherent wave packets within the range of our search. By measuring the beam's Detector sampling rate at n coh Ӎ 10 kHz as well as its subsidiary images can be seen. energy distribution, we obtained the density matrix for this system, a result which extends previous theoretical [7, 11, 12, 21] and experimental [9, 10] work for transverse coherences to the longitudinal [5] [6] [7] case.
In an upcoming publication we will describe an experiment in which we use the DSOF technique to measure the density matrix of a more complex system, possessing nontrivial structure both along and off the diagonal. In future experiments, the DSOF could be employed to apply large kinetic energy shifts to beams of cold atoms or Bose-Einstein condensates (which can have narrow energy distributions and large coherence lengths) reaching further into the quantum regime [15, 22] and providing a new tool for studying the longitudinal quantum state of such systems.
